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Concerning electromagnetic force on the end portion of synchronous machines, application of 3D-FEM is preferable for considering of field MMF and core from analyzing point of view. But it is necessary to prepare many input data for calculation because 3D-FEM consists of many meshes including end region space. On the other hand, a newly offered method is easy to prepare only winding elements' data because electromagnetic force is obtained by repeating the one between elements. This electromagnetic force calculating method has been verified by comparing to measured data with an existing 635 MVA generator. It has been confirmed to have enough accuracy comparing to 3D-FEM shown in Fig. 1 , then it has been cleared to be effective.
It was suggested that coil end vibration on load is predicted by measured data at factory test. This estimating method has been confirmed to have enough accuracy comparing to measured data with Table 1 . Vibration measurement and estimation on load loading of an existing generator shown in Table 1 .
Degradation factors on coil insulation in operation was considered. Stress on insulated bar was analyzed for thermal force shown in Fig. 2 . Then, both calculated maximum stress point and value has been confirmed to agree with measured one. To evaluate insulation degradation quantitatively, it is offered to estimate residual breakdown voltage according to the newly offeredd characteristics on repetitive bending fatigue of bar insulation shown in Fig. 3 , by applying Miner's Rule to stress level and repetition number for both electromagnetic and thermal force. A new electromagnetic force analyzing method in end-winding is provided and evaluated by comparing to 3D-FEM electromagnetic analysis. Additionally, estimating method of end-winding vibration on load is suggested by measured data at factory test. Moreover, evaluating method for insulation degradation after operation is offered for large capacity cylindrical synchronous machines, where end-winding portion is the longest and electromagnetic forces on it is the greatest of all rotating machinery. 
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